Abstract. We present some new measure-theoretic inequalities for families of cubes covering open sets in R" and use these inequalities to estimate the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function Mf'in terms of the sharp function/*.
1. Introduction. We develop a simple but powerful covering lemma with applications to harmonic analysis in R". In its simplest form the lemma states that an open set ß of finite measure can be covered by a sequence of cubes having total measure comparable to that of ñ in such a way that each cube is surrounded by the complement of fi. That is, for each cube Q in the covering, every larger cube meeting Q also meets fíc. While the standard decomposition of open sets on the line has this property, previously known substitutes in higher dimensions do not. This property makes our covering lemma useful for analyzing the level sets of maximal functions associated with the family of all cubes in R".
We use our covering lemma to bound the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function Mf in terms of the "sharp function"/* of Fefferman and Stein [5] . We prove ( 
1.1) (Mf)t(t) < C(/*):(20 +(Mf)*j2t),
where g* denotes the decreasing rearrangement of g with respect to the weighted measure w(x) dx. Thanks to our covering lemma, our derivation of (1.1) is both simple and enlightening. Just as we observed in [1] , inequality (1.1) implies best possible versions of the previously known estimates relating Mf and /ff. It is an improvement of the estimate first proved by Fefferman and Stein, who compared distribution functions with respect to Lebesgue measure instead of rearrangements with respect to weighted measures. While their arguments can be extended to the weighted case, their basic inequality is simply not as strong as (1.1). Bennett and Sharpley [3] proved an unweighted version of (1.1) and developed most of its consequences, but their proof does not extend to the weighted case. Thus, both the content and our proof of (1.1) are of interest.
In §2 we present background material and definitions. The covering lemmas are proved in §3. The last section contains the rearrangement inequalities and their consequences.
2. Preliminaries. Points in Euclidean space R" are denoted simply as x or y. We shall always assume that/is a Lebesgue measurable, locally integrable, complex-valued function on R". For / integrable, we denote its Lebesgue integral as jf(x) dx. The Lebesgue measure of a set E is denoted \E\. We use the letter Q or the word cube to refer to any translate of a set [0, s]", 0 < s < oo.
We where the suprema are taken over all cubes containing x, and fQ is the mean value (V\Q\)IQ/(y)dy.
Throughout our paper, vt> is a fixed weight function in the class A x of Muckenhoupt [4] . That is, there are constants yl, p g (1, oo) such that
for all measurable functions/and all X > 0. We shall ignore the trivial cases where w vanishes identically or is identically infinite; (2.1) then implies that w is positive almost everywhere. We identify w with the absolutely continuous measure having density function w(x) and write w(E) for fE w(x) dx. The weights in Ax satisfy w(Q)^A(\Q\/\E\)pw(E) and ( 
2.3) w(E)^C(\E\/\Q\)Sw(Q)
for all E c Q. While (2.2) follows easily from (2.1), (2.3) is quite subtle. Note that the constants C and 5 depend only on «, p, and A. A discussion of Ax weights is contained in the article by Coif man and Fefferman [4] . For / a measurable function on R", the rearrangement of / with respect to w is defined on (0, co) by f:(t) = inf{\>0:w{{x:\f(x)\>\})<t}.
We also write f:*{t) = )('f:{s)ds for the averaged rearrangement with respect to w.
We will generate a number of constants; these will be assumed to depend only on «, p, and A from (2.1).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 3. Covering lemmas. Here we prove two covering lemmas for open sets in R". The first is a weighted version of a covering lemma used by Bennett and Sharpley [3] ; it is essentially a Calderon-Zygmund decomposition. The second is completely new and somewhat surprising, although an easy consequence of the first. We shall see that our method of choosing the cubes works for all sufficiently large constants B. Fixing B, we first cover R" by nonoverlapping cubes such that each cube satisfies w(Q) > Bw(Q). This is easily done in the unweighted case since the Lebesgue measure of a cube depends only on its geometric size. Here we substitute the doubling property of measures defined by Ax weights. By defining a grid of cubes for which the diameters grow in proportion to the distance from the origin, we ensure an arbitrarily large lower bound on the w-measure of the cubes.
Proof. If Q and Q' are intersecting cubes of equal side length, it follows from (2.2) that there is a constant C > 1 so that w(Q) < Cw(Q'). This implies there is an e > 0 so that w(3Q) > (1 + e)w(Q) and, hence, w(3kQ) > (1 + e)kw(Q). Therefore, we can choose a cube with arbitrarily large w-measure.
Let Qx be a cube centered at the origin with w(Qx) > CBw(Q,). For each m > 1 we partition 3mQx ~ 3m~1Qx into 3" -1 congruent subcubes; each has w-measure at least (1/C)w(3m_1ô1).
Having covered R" with nonoverlapping cubes each having w(Q) > Bw(Sl), we discard those cubes which do not intersect fi. For each remaining cube Q, we partition Q into 2" congruent subcubes; let Q denote any of these. By (2.2) we then have Bw(Q n Q) < Bw(Q n ß) < w(Q) < 2"pAw(Q).
Include Q in the covering of ß if w(Q) < Bw(Q n ß); otherwise repeat the process inductively, treating Q exactly as Q was treated. As long as B > 2"PA, each point in ß will he in some selected cube.
Applying (2.2) to each selected cube Q, we see (|ß n OI/IÖI)' < Aw(Q n ß)/w(ß) < 2n"A2/B.
The proof is completed by taking B large enough that this last quantity is at most 2-». (2.1) . We apply Lemma 3.1 to ß. Clearly the sequence {Qk} of selected cubes then satisfies E*(Ö/t) < llBw(Qk n ß) < Bw(Û) < Cw(íl).
Suppose now that Q is any cube such that ß meets Qk and Iß^l < |ß|. Let ß be a cube containing both ß and Qk and having |ß| -2"|ß|. For x g ß we have Mxq(x) > Iß n ß|/|ß|. Since ßj. meets the complement of ß, we must have |ßnß|<|ßnß|<2-"-1|ß| = |ß|/2, which clearly implies (b). Choosing X = C(/»)*(20 + (JM/")*(2í) with C = 3"C"/e gives |{x G Q : Mf(x) > C(f*)Z{2t) +(Mf)Z(2t))\ = \E\ < e|ß|, and the proof is complete. As in [1 and 3] , the inequahties in 4.1 and 4.2 may be iterated to provide pointwise estimates for /*(/) and (Mf)*w(t). We state these below and omit their simple proofs. (Mf)Z*(t) < (Mf)Z(t) + C(f*)Z*(t).
Inequalities of this form were introduced in Bennett, DeVore and Sharpley [2] ; we gave a method for deriving such inequalities in [1] . Since these inequahties give local exponential integrability estimates in terms of the behavior of /*, they may be thought of as variants of the John-Nirenberg lemma.
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